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Abstract
A series architecture providing a fault tolerant drive is proposed. The architecture includes one or two DC
sources, two voltage source inverters and a PMSM. Three different operating modes are considered: normal
mode, open-circuit degraded mode and short-circuit degraded mode. For each case, an adapted torque control
strategy is proposed and tested. For the open phase mode, different operating criteria are considered. For
short-circuit faults, two solutions are proposed. The proposed strategies are tested on an 8-pole 1 kW PM drive.
They allow operating under fault conditions in real-time and their implementation is easy. The experimental
results show the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
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independent electric sources (Figure 1-bottom)
in some air and sea transport systems where two
independent generators are available. The both cases
are called here series architecture.

1 Introduction
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines (PMSM)
are well adapted for transportation applications
because of their good torque/mass ratio. Obviously,
the reliability is an important issue in these
applications where the PMSM are supplied by one or
two (if available) DC voltage sources through voltage
source inverters (VSIs). More, in these applications it
is necessary that the system can operate in degraded
mode under the presence of almost any fault in one
of the electromechanical elements of the energy
conversion chain. It is why fault tolerant drives
have attracted more and more attention since early
nineties [1-23]. A solution to obtain the required
level of reliability is to modify the architecture of the
drive by replacing each device of low reliability by
two or several modular devices of the same nature
(in parallel or in series). Voltage source inverters,
which have several components, may be considered
as the least reliable elements of the system [24]. It is
why in some applications, two VSIs are employed in
series for supplying the machine (Figure 1). There
are two options: supplying by one electrical source
with three H-bridges (Figure 1-top) or using two

Figure 1: PMSM supplied with one (top) or two
(bottom) DC voltage source(s) and two inverters
(series architecture).
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This paper presents normal and degraded
operating modes of this drive. The paper is mainly
based on the work published by the authors in [1].
Two degraded modes are considered: Ta in open-circuit
and Ta in short-circuit. To improve the torque control
performances, proper current control strategies are
presented for degraded modes.
There are six sections in this paper. The model
of the drive with one or two DC sources is given in
the next section. Then, the three operating modes are
studied in detail in three sections. The last section
concludes the paper.

(5)
Three cases are considered in this paper: normal
operating, T 'a in open-circuit and T 'a in short-circuit.
For each case, the corresponding torque control
strategy is studied. For this study, the back-EMF is
supposed sinusoidal as follows:

2 Drive Model and Experimental Set-up
(6)

2.1 Model

It is known that the motor torque expression is
the following:

From Figure 1-top, the phase voltages can be written
as follows:

(7)
Therefore, the torque control strategy consists
in determining the references of the phase currents.
This can be done in the physical abc frame for each
studied case, as well as in a rotating synchronous frame
(dq frame).

(1)
where Ca denotes the “conduction state” of the whole
switch containing Ta and its parallel diode together
(1 = conducting, 0 = blocking). Then, the machine
electric model is the following:

2.2 Experimental test-bed
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2 and its
parameters are given in Table 1. It includes an electric
machine (on the right of the picture) supplied by two
inverters (on the left of the picture) and controlled by
a digital control card (on the top of the picture).

(2)
with ea and ia as respectively the back-EMF and the
current of the phase a.
For the architecture shown in Figure 1-bottom,
we have ia + ib + ic = 0. So, it yields

Table 1: System Parameters
no. of poles

(3)
which gives:

(4)
with:
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Rated output

1 kW

DC-bus voltage

200 V

Switching frequency

10 kHz

Rated speed

1800 rpm

Rated torque

5.8 Nm

Stator resistance

ȍ

Stator inductance

3.1 mH

Torque constant

24×10-3 kg.m2/s

Inertia constant

3×10-3 kg.m2
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Figure 2: Experimental set-up at GREEN, Nancy,
France.
The machine is a permanent magnet synchronous
one. Two IGBT based voltage source inverters supply
the machine. The drive is controlled by a dSPACE
digital control card (DS1005) whose sampling period
is 100 μs. It sends PWM commands to an interface
card (SKHI22) and then to IGBTs. The switching
frequency is fixed to 10 kHz. The DC source voltage is
set to 200 V. The load is a PM synchronous generator
supplying a variable resistance.
3 Normal Operating Mode
Figure 3: Experimental results under normal operating
mode: phase currents (iabc) [A], dq-currents [A], torque
[Nm], speed [rpm] and losses [W].

This mode is studied to provide a comparison base
with faulty modes. To get a non pulsating motor torque
in normal operating mode, it is sufficient to have
balanced sinusoidal phase currents:

,

(11)

(8)
in which ș is the electrical position of the rotor and
x = v, e, i. The motor torque expression in this rotating
frame is given by:

Then, from (6) and (7), the motor torque is
(9)

(12)
As common, a synchronous rotating frame (dq)
can be used to make it easier to design the current
controllers and to get more robust and efficient current
loops. Park transformation is used here:

From (12), it is clear that q-current should be
constant to obtain a constant non pulsating torque.
Experimental results are shown in Figure 3
for the normal operating mode. The motor torque
(estimated according to (7)) does not oscillate and
dq-currents are almost constant. The phase currents
(ia, ib , ic) are balanced. The experimental set-up and
its parameters are described in Table 1.

(10)
with:
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Figure 4: Forming a neutral point under an opencircuit fault (two independent sources).

Figure 5: Forcing the current to zero under an opencircuit fault (one source).
Note- To maximize the available voltage for
operating at high speed, the conducting state of
the corresponding switches in the two inverters are
complementary (
,
, …).

Figure 6: Experimental results under open phase fault
using (13): phase currents (ibc) [A], torque [Nm], speed
[rpm] and losses [W].
opened phase current should be put, in the opposite
sign, to one of the healthy phases. In our case,
(see (8)) should be the reference
of ib or ic in the faulty case. From (6) and (7), it can be
easily verified that a non pulsating torque is achieved
:
using this strategy. Here, we choose

4 Open-circuit Operating Mode
When
is in open-circuit, i a can no more be
controlled. We have to commutate to a degraded mode.
Two different strategies may be adopted:
- forming a neutral point by connecting the
points a’, b’ and c’ (Figure 4),
- or forcing ia to zero (Figure 5).
The former solution is easy to implement. It is
particularly well adapted to the architecture in Figure
1-bottom because ia + ib + ic = 0. It should be noted that
this reduces the available voltage and so the maximum
achievable speed.
The latter solution is more suitable for the
architecture in Figure 1-top. For forcing ia to zero,
just let’s open the other three transistors related to the
faulty phase ( , and ) as illustrated on Figure 5.
Then, the remaining phase currents (ib and ic) should be
controlled to suppress the resulting pulsating torque
due to unbalance. To do that, it is known that the

(13)
From (13), (6) and (7), it yields
(14)
Comparing (14) with (9), it can be concluded that
the motor torque under open-phase fault is the half of
that in the normal operating mode.
Figure 6 shows experimental results when the
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phase a is opened and current references in (13) are
applied to control the motor torque. As was expected,
the motor torque is about 2.1 Nm (for 4.2 Nm in
the normal mode). The pulsating torque is almost
suppressed. There is just a small residual pulsating
torque because of the limited bandwidth of the current
control loops. It should be noted that the current control
is realized in the dq rotating synchronous frame.
In [1], the authors showed that it is also possible
to improve the average torque in the faulty mode if
DC sources are electrically connected (Figure 1-top for
example). The question is how to change the remaining
phase currents (ib and ic) in order to suppress the
pulsating torque while maximizing the average torque.
To do that, consider two independently controlled
phase currents ib and ic:

(15)
Then, from (6), (7) and (15), the motor torque
expression is given in Eq. (16):
Figure 7: Experimental results under open phase fault
using (15): phase currents (ibc) [A], torque [Nm], speed
[rpm] and losses [W].

(16)
After simplifying, we get:

Replacing (20) in (19), we obtain the following
constant torque under open-phase fault condition:
(17)

(21)

Then, to suppress the pulsating torque, we have the
following:

It is clearly more advantageous to choose ib and
ic according to (15), (18) and (20), if possible (one
common source or two connected sources), because
the torque in (21) is 15% greater than that in (14).
Experiments have been performed with an open
phase when Eq. (15) is used to fix the remaining phase
currents. Their results are shown in Figure 7. It is
obvious from the angular speed that the average torque
is slightly greater than that in Figure 6.
Instead of maximizing the torque, it is also possible
to minimize the losses [1]. To do it, the current vector has
to be collinear with the back-EMF vector. This implies:

(18)
which leads to the following constant torque:
(19)
This torque will be maximized if:
,

(22)

(20)
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Figure 9: Series architecture with a short-circuit fault
(two independent sources).

Figure 10: Series architecture with a short-circuit fault
(one source).
5 Short-circuit Operating Mode
In the case of a short-circuit fault on , ia is no more
controllable and we have to commutate to a degraded
mode. The only solution that we propose here is to
form a neutral point by connecting the points a’, b’ and
c’ as shown in Figure 9 [1]. Then, the machine will be
controlled with the healthy inverter as a simple three
phase machine. It is obvious that the available voltage
will reduce with this strategy and the rated speed may
not be achieved in the degraded mode.
If there is only one DC source for supplying
the both inverters, then the solution consists in shortcircuiting the faulty phase by proper command signals
(Figure 10). But in this case, the machine should be
well studied and designed in order to limit the shortcircuit current.

Figure 8: Experimental results under open phase fault
using (23): phase currents (ibc) [A], torque [Nm], speed
[rpm] and losses [W].
From (22), (6) and (7), it yields

(23)
Figure 8 depicts experimental results under
open phase conditions when healthy phases
are set to (23). The machine losses are reduced
significantly with respect to the previous control
strategies (compare Figure 8 with Figures 6 and 7).
The pulsating torque is negligible and the average
torque is slightly less than those in Figures 6 and 7.
It should be noted that the current references in (23)
requires big efforts from the current controllers
because of their special shape. The control of the
remaining currents is a rotating frame cannot solve
this issue.

6 Conclusions
A series architecture consisting of one or two DC
sources, two voltage source inverters and a PMSM
is studied in this paper. The objective is to realize a
fault tolerant drive for aerospace applications. Three
different operating modes are considered: normal
mode, open-circuit degraded mode and short-circuit
degraded mode. Different torque control strategies are
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studied and compared.
For the open phase mode, according to the
number of independent sources, two general strategies
are studied. The pulsating torque and the motor losses
are minimized under fault conditions. In the case of
short-circuit faults, a simple strategy is proposed. For
the case of one DC source, it needs some precautions
while designing the machine.
The proposed strategies in this paper are
effectively applied to a test bench. They allowed
operating under fault conditions in real-time and their
implementation is easy. The experimental results show
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
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